Kofax Kapow for Enterprise
Content Migration
Automate the migration of content and data from legacy
enterprise content management systems.

Overview
Features
• Migrates content from a wide range
of ECM systems into modern ECM
systems like Microsoft SharePoint
•

Migrates content, versions, and
metadata

•

Transforms your content automatically
to fit any new structure

•

Workflow- driven content migration
processes with dynamic rules

•

Migrates content in bulk processes, at a
granular level or phased approach

•

Maintains access to your content
throughout the entire project

Benefits
• Cut labor costs and reduce traditional
migration time by up to 90%
• Avoid content freezing and down-time zero impact to the business
• Complete projects up to ten times faster
Kapow offers content migration solutions
for many enterprise content management
systems including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EMC Documentum
Microsoft SharePoint
OpenText Content Server (OpenText
LiveLink)
FileNet Content Manager
IBM Content Manager
Xerox Docushare
Hummingbird DM
Oracle Stellent

Many organizations need to migrate enterprise content from one or more legacy
enterprise content management systems to eliminate the high costs of maintaining
these applications, as well as because IT maintenance resources are often scarce.
Over time, businesses go through mergers and acquisitions or adopt a new
enterprise content strategy. When this happens, they face the tasks of centralizing
and consolidating information, determining how to eliminate legacy systems, and
delivering a common infrastructure for an organization’s content and data needs.
Transferring mission-critical content from legacy repositories can be a challenge
with “out-of-the-box” migration capabilities with no easy way to assess the
relevance of legacy data. These projects can also require a significant amount of
technical and business resources—and disruptions often occur as result.
Thankfully, an enterprise content migration project does not need to face these
challenges and risks when there are better approaches available.

Automated Enterprise Content Migration
Kofax Kapow™ delivers a repeatable and automated process that inventories
and extracts the content, migrates the content according to business rules, and
verifies the migration without freezing content. Whereas other custom migration
approaches require a significant amount of services that results in multiple
iterations, missing content, lengthy content freeze periods, and high cost, Kapow
delivers the best possible solution with the least impact on the business.
Inventories and extracts content: extracts content and metadata from multiple
repository sources, resolves conflicts, tags content based on classification rules,
and loads content and metadata to target source.
Automated migration workflows: all migration operations are simple to define,
with point-and-click design. The precision step-by-step extraction processes easily
handles analyzing source data, transformation rules, real-time simulation and
testing, error display and correction, and more.
Enriches and transforms the metadata: extracts the content and metadata from
the source, and connects with other sources (classification and taxonomy servers,
databases and Microsoft Excel) to acquire additional document metadata and
classification information.

Flexible scheduling of migration: content and data is migrated at a granular or
bulk content migration level, empowering administrators to plan migrations so as
to not impact the business.
System generated analysis reports: generates pre-processing and postprocessing reports to help define content and metadata before it is migrated, and
verify the success of the migration.

Benefits
Kapow is ideal for both medium and small-scale ECM migration projects. Many
organizations have valuable business content contained in one or more legacy
enterprise content management systems that need to be migrated into a modern
ECM system like Microsoft SharePoint to eliminate licensing and maintenance
cost. Kapow gives organizations a rapid and non-disruptive solution that migrates
business-critical content, while retaining permissions, user data and metadata for
compliance and corporate governance purposes. With proven migration project
experience, the Kapow content migration solution will help avoid costly migration
costs and reduce traditional migration time by up to 90%, require minimal or no
downtime, and deliver projects faster than relying technical teams to build.

Getting Started
Kapow delivers more than a migration solution, it enables businesses to rethink
and reorganize content and data to clean-up content clutter before it’s migrated.
Kapow has been used by many leading companies to help in the both large and
small migration projects.
To learn more about how Kapow can help with your next migration project visit us
at kapowsoftware.com.
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About Kapow Software
Kapow Software™, a Kofax company, delivers an agile data integration platform that enables
organizations to nimbly extract and act on critical information from disparate sources and make
it actionable. With its robust and high performance integration engine and intuitive visual design
and run-time environments, data integration workflows can be built, deployed, and delivered as
lightweight application for business consumers to consume, explore and interact with data results.
Data-driven organizations across industries rely on our data integration platform to make smarter
decisions, automate processes, and drive efficiencies faster and more affordably. For more
information, please visit: www.kapowsoftware.com.
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